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Who we are 
 

Newton County 
Extension Council 
 
David Allen 

Kelin Kruse 

Nikki Campbell 

Doug Joyce 

Jo McLemore 

Dale Kunkel 

Dana Vangunda 

Kelly Shilling 

Eric Norris 

Gary Massey 

Jennifer Thogmartin 

Jim Jackson 

Patrick Ball 

Jay Wortman 

Dave Miller 

Newton County faculty 
and staff 
 
Mike Coffey 
4-H Youth Specialist, CES 

 

Georgia Holtz 
Office Administrator 

 

Julie Graue 
Food and Nutrition Assistant 

 

Eli Jones 
4-H Youth Program Assoc. 
 

Linda Howerton 
4-H Youth Program Assoc.  

 

 

 

 

 

Operating Budget  
 
EXPENSE 
Wages                 $ 32,668 
Travel                  $  3,615 
Postage               $  1,082 
Telephone           $  1,183 
Supplies/Copies $  6,544 
Utilities                $  5,429 
Insurance            $  2,172 
Mortgage             $  6,100 
Classes/Fees      $  3,072  
Advertising         $     215  
Maintenance       $     258 
Furn/Equipment $  1,116 
 
TOTAL                 $63,455 

Staff serving Newton 
County (based in 
other counties) 
 

Robert Balek 
Horticulture Specialist 
 

Phyllis I. Behrens 
Business Development 
Specialist 

 

Reagan Bluel 
Dairy Specialist 

 

Eldon Cole 
Livestock Specialist 
 
 
Jennifer Lutes 
Ag Business Specialist 
 

Newton County Commissioners 
 
 

  

 

    

    

      

      

 

     Alan Cook  

     District One    

 
 
2019 Newton County  
 
 
INCOME 
 
County               
$55,000 
 
Fees                     
$6,700 
 
Operating Capital          
$3,914 
 
TOTAL                
$65,614 
 
 
 
 

  

  

 

About us 
18728 Hwy 59 
Neosho, MO 64850 
417-455-9500 

Web: http://extension.missouri.edu/newton 

Email:  Newtonco@missouri.edu  

 

 

 

Bill Reiboldt 

Presiding Commissioner 

 

Jim Jackson 

District Two 

http://extension.missouri.edu/newton
mailto:Newtonco@missouri.edu
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December 5, 2019  

Dear county commissioners and friends of MU Extension,  

I had the good fortune to catch up with some of you this past fall as I traveled the state to 
share the University of Missouri’s Extension and Engagement vision and plan for the coming 
years. What a pleasure it is to serve this state we call home.  

As you know, we’ve listened closely to Missourians’ needs, restructuring our faculty and 
program delivery to better serve people and communities. With this reset nearly complete, 
we’re better positioned to work together to strengthen our state’s economy, increase 
Missourians’ access to meaningful education and workforce development options, and 
improve our citizens’ health and well-being.  

MU Chancellor Alex Cartwright often calls us the University for Missouri. In very real terms this 
means that MU Extension is leading efforts to connect the university’s powerful research, 
knowledge and science-based information with our state’s diverse needs and local efforts to 
address them.  

Whether you’re a farmer researching the latest profitable grazing practices, a 4-H leader 
developing after-school robotics programs with local schools, or a community leader helping 
people formerly addicted to opioids return to productive work, you deserve the very best MU 
Extension and university engagement efforts have to give. As a comprehensive university, we 
can be uniquely responsive. We have schools of medicine, nursing and health professions, for 
instance, to support health care in rural communities, a law school clinic that helps veterans 
qualify for the benefits they deserve. MU education students become the teachers who enrich 
children’s lives in nearly every school district in the state. We are here for you and with you.  

Together, we can make lasting impacts. That’s why in this new year we are focused on growing 
and leveraging local partnerships, expertise and resources. With 110 of 115 county 
engagement specialist positions filled — and renewed focus on responsive program 
development — we are ready to go.  

As the first public university west of the Mississippi River, our land-grant roots run deep 
through Missouri’s heritage and history. They help chart our future, too: What can we do to 
make our state better? How can we think and do different?  

I know you will be proud to see your own communities’ successes in the pages of this year’s 
county annual report. On behalf of all of us at MU Extension, I look forward to your thoughts 
on how we can best lead, serve and grow through the year ahead.  
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4-H in Newton County 

2019 

A community of 201 youth building life skills, contributing to their community and becoming college and career ready. 

Statewide Data Project 
Missouri 4-H Youth Specialists joined together to survey 4-
Hers from across the state. Here is what they found: 
 

Missouri 4-H Develops 
Leadership 

95% 
of youth think 4-H is a place they get the opportunity to be a 
leader and make group decisions 

89% 
reported feeling comfortable being a leader 
8 in10 find it easy to speak up in a group 
Yes 81%  Usually 11%  Not Really 6%  No 2% 

 
92% of 4-Hers said 4-H is a place where you learn about 
ways to help your community 

Missouri 4-H Offers Choices 
9 in 10 said 4-H is a place where you get to choose what you 
want to do 
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94% 
said 4-H is a place where you get to do things that you like. 
 

Missouri 4-H is Where 
Youth Know They Belong 

For those who have completed 1-2 years of 4-H, feeling liked was 
positively associated (p=0.07) with 4-H participation. Those who have 
been in 4-H for 4 years or longer reported the strongest feelings of 
being safe and not left out. 

 
Missouri 4-H Builds Initiative 

92% 
said they are willing to try something they might get 
wrong. 

93% 
said they keep trying until they reach their goals 

97% 
said they try to learn from their mistakes. 
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Nearly all of the youth surveyed reported they like to learn 
new things. They also reported they are willing to work hard 
on something difficult. 

 

Missouri 4-H Builds 
connections for a Bright Future 

92% 
said they like to learn about people who are different from 
them, and get along. 

93% 
said they think about others feelings before they say 

something and how their choices affect others. 

97% 
said they treat others the way they want to be treated. 
Over half of the youth surveyed said they can usually still 
work with someone who makes them upset. 
Yes 69%  Usually 29%  Not Really 2%  No 1% 
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98% 
of youth responded yes or usually indicating they show 

respect for others ideas. 
 

Newton County 76 youth were engaged in science related projects and experiences. 

10 4-H clubs 

4-H participants = 139 

Newton County 4-H clubs offer long-term educational experiences in which members learn life skills such as 

decision making, public speaking and working with others.  Members learn by doing under the guidance of 

adult volunteers, who teach projects ranging from computers science and arts to animal science and healthy 

living. Clubs also involve youth in community service, camping and educational trips. 

4-H school programs 

4-H participants = 62 

Newton County 4-H school programs are educational experiences that supplement learning in the classroom. 

Teachers, 4-H volunteers or 4-H staff lead these activities.  The most popular 4-H school program in Newton 

County is Trinity Lions 

4-H members are supported by 35 youth and adult volunteers 

Time valued at 122,500 

Volunteers are the core of the 4-H Program.  They help to create, support and deliver educational programs and 

experiences.  Missouri 4-H volunteers report contributing on average 100 hours per year to the program. 

Valuing their time at $25.35 per hour (Independent Sector, 2017), the contribution of Newton 4-H volunteers 

was worth more than $122,500 in 2019.  More importantly, these individuals serve as role models and mentors 

for youth.   

References: 
 

Arnold, M., Bourdeau, V., & Nott, B. (2013). Measuring science inquiry skills in youth development 

programs: The Science Process Skills Inventory, Journal of Youth Development, 8(1).  
 

Dalton, R., & St. John, E. (2016). College for every student: A practitioner's guide to building college and career readiness. 
New York, NY:  Routledge.  
Independent Sector (2017).  Independent sector releases new value of volunteer time of $24.14 per hour.  Retrieved from 
http://independentsector.org/news-post/value-volunteer-time/ 
 

Lerner, R.M., Lerner, J.V. (2011).  The positive development of youth:  Report of the findings from the first 

seven years of the 4-H Study of Positive Youth Development. Retrieved from http://www.4-horg/about/youth-

development-research/ 
 

U.S. News and World Report (2011). How Higher Education Affects Lifetime Salary.  Retrieved from  

https://www.usnews.com/education/best-colleges/articles/2011/08/05/how-higher-education-affects-lifetime-

salary 

4-H members are supported by 51 youth and adult volunteers 

 

http://www.4-horg/about/youth-development-research/
http://www.4-horg/about/youth-development-research/
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Livestock Report – 2019 
Eldon Cole, University of Missouri Field Specialist – Livestock 
 
The major thrust of the livestock educational programs focused on beef cattle.  Specific 
events included:  Show-Me-Select heifer work in Lawrence and surrounding counties; 
Missouri Steer Feedout; Performance tested bull sales and programs to help farmers 
understand EPD’s (expected progeny differences); Bull breeding soundness clinics at 
Dake’s, Miller and Countryside Animal Clinic, Mike Bloss, Aurora; Southwest Missouri 
Cattlemen’s Association Activities including the Annual Fall Tour that was held in 
Lawrence and Newton counties in 2019; Monett Beef Cattlemen’s Conference; a heifer 
development program was given at the Southwest Research Center in October by state 
specialists Eric Bailey and Jordan Thomas; assistance with the data gathering on the 
beef cow herd at the Southwest Center, such as body condition scoring and hair 
shedding is given; the 4-H Youth Steer and Carcass Evaluation Program. 
 
          Show-Me-Select Red Angus Heifers for the November sale  
          at Joplin  Regional – Owner Circle S Chicks, Stark City. 
 
Activities shared with the agronomy specialists included:  the annual grazing school; fescue renovation school; toxic weed questions especially 
Johnson grass, Perilla mint, fescue toxicity questions and the Ozark Empire Fair Hay Show. 
 
 
 
Approximately 776 persons receive a monthly Beef Newsletter that gives them research reports 
coming events, producer and extension specialists ideas and observations.  A weekly radio 
program is aired by KKOW, Pittsburg, KS.  TV interviews are also a helpful way to reach a wide 
audience.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      Bull Soundness Clinic, Diamond 
A team effort on converting a dairy farm to a beef operations was held at the Southwest 
Research Center in September.  Presentations were given by Joe Horner and Eric Bailey, state 
extension specialists along with Reagan Bluel and Eldon Cole. 
 
Extension specialists teamed up to have booths at the Spring Forage Conference, Springfield, 
Ozark Fall Farm Fest and the Southwest Center Field Day.      
          
  

 

Cattlemen’s Tour at Kenny Elbert’s learn about proper bale storage 
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NUTRITION AND HEALTH 

EDEN STEWART 

 

Program Outline: 
During the highlight of blueberry season, nine participants joined MU 

Extension of Newton County to learn all about the growing process of 

blueberries and preserving.  In partnership with Robertson Family Farm, 

participants learned and tried different varieties of blueberries then hit the 

kitchen to make a spiced blueberry Jam.    

Customer Quotes: 
“I never realized how much fun and easy making my own jam could be.” 

“Who would have thought there were so many blueberry verities?”  

Short Term Learning Outcomes: 

Total # participants  _9_ 

Total # of pre-workshop evaluations collected __9___ 

Total # of post-workshop evaluations collected  

___9___ 

 

 

 

Results of the pre-post-workshop surveys:  

Participants were asked to rate their increase in 

knowledge on a Likert Scale of Not Confident to Very 

Confident. 

1. Knowledge of safe home food preservation 

practices: 

3 were not confident before the workshop, while 0 were 

not confident following the workshop. 

3 were a little confident before the workshop, while 0 a 

little confident following the workshop. 

2 were somewhat confident before the workshop, while 1 

were somewhat confident following the workshop. 

1 were confident before the workshop, while 7 were  

              confident following the workshop. 

0 were very confident before the workshop, while 1 were very confident following the workshop. 

2. Ability to follow safe home food preservation practices: 
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2 were not confident before the 

workshop, while 0 were not 

confident following the workshop.0 

were a little confident before the 

workshop, while 0 a little confident 

following the workshop. 

4 were somewhat confident before 

the workshop, while 1 were 

somewhat confident following the 

workshop. 

2 were confident before the 

workshop, while 5 were confident 

following the workshop. 

1 were very confident before the 

workshop, while 3 were very 

confident following the workshop. 

3. Know where to go for safe, research-

tested recipes for preserving food at 

home: 

3 were not confident before the 

workshop, while 0 were not 

confident following the workshop. 

2 were a little confident before the 

workshop, while 0 a little confident 

following the workshop. 

1 were somewhat confident before 

the workshop, while 0 were somewhat confident following the workshop. 

3 were confident before the workshop, while 6 were confident following the workshop. 

0 were very confident before the workshop, while 3 were very confident following the workshop. 

4. Ability to share safe food preservation methods with friends, family, and online communities. 

3 were not confident before the workshop, while 0 were not confident following the workshop. 

3 were a little confident before the workshop, while 0 a little confident following the workshop. 

2 were somewhat confident before the workshop, while 2 were somewhat confident following 

the workshop. 

1 were confident before the workshop, while 6 were confident following the workshop. 

0 were very confident before the workshop, while 1 were very confident following the workshop. 

 

   9 number of participants would recommend this workshop to others. 
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FNP Public Value Statement 2019 
        Julie Graue 

The Family Nutrition Program (FNP) brought $9,595,006.00 federal funds to the state of Missouri.  These funds were used to provide nutrition 
education to 897,375 Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program recipients and eligible citizens of Missouri.  There were 3,283,220 educational 
contacts.  This year we had 2,578,418 indirect educational contacts. Indirect contacts are reached through newsletters, health fairs, food pantries 
and the Show Me Nutrition help line.  3,388 of these participants reside in Newton County.   

Participants in FNP become more aware of nutrition, make healthier meal and snack choices, eat breakfast more often, are more willing to try new 
foods, increase their physical activity and in general make healthier food choices.  Those who practice healthy eating and activity behaviors are more 
likely to enjoy a high quality of life as an adult and into old age. A healthy labor force is critical to attracting and keeping jobs in Missouri.  In addition, 
this important programming effort serves to reduce healthcare costs over the participant’s lifetime, saving taxpayers money in reduced public 
healthcare benefits and insurance premiums.   

During 2019, 2,154 youth and 1,234 adults were served through schools, community groups and agencies. The following is a list of the locations 
where participants were served in Newton County: 

In addition to the numbers, Nutrition Program Associate, Julie Graue, shared this success story demonstrating local 
impact:  

This summer, I shared many ways to get more vegetables in our diets at the Webb City Farmer’s Market. Each week 
we used a local farmer’s vegetable to encourage individuals to try different ways of cooking and trying new things. 
Sautéed Kohlrabi sold out the day we showed people how good it could taste when sautéed with some fresh garlic in 
olive oil. Each week a grandma brought her two granddaughters to see what we were making. The grandmother shared 
that one of the girls did not eat many vegetables besides peas and green beans. We soon became good friends and 
within a few weeks, she was helping me decide which vegetable to try and was trying them herself. By the end of 
summer, she could add many more vegetables to the list of ones she enjoys. The grandma commented what a great 
program we offer and because of our handouts, recipes and demonstrations she felt more comfortable cooking fresh 
vegetables and trying new things.  

In summary, it has been a successful year in Newton County for FNP.  We look forward in 2020 to more programming 
opportunities and continued progress in helping to improve the lives of Missouri families.  

 

 

 

 

School Agencies 

Central Elementary Food 4 Less #2157 

Granby Elementary Newton County Health Department 

East Newton High Price Cutter 24 

Freeman SW Family YMCA Preschool Center Help Center 

South Elementary Newton County Food Stamp Office 

Neosho Jr. High and High Schools Newton County Public Library 

Granby Head Start Seneca Food Pantry 

Neosho Head Start Neosho Senior Center 

Seneca Elementary Crowder Industries 

 Teen Challenge - Neosho 
Preschool learning about grains 

Kids in the Kitchen learning 
health cooking options 
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Impact of the 
Stay Strong, Stay Healthy (SSSH) – Level 1 Program 

Statewide Impact 

Stay Strong, Stay Healthy – Level 1 is an 8 week strength training program for middle-aged and older adults. The program is designed 
to increase aging adults’ access to a safe, structured, and effective strength training program. At each class a prescribed set of 8 
upper and lower-body strengthening exercises are done along with a warm-up and cool down. Participants are made to feel 
comfortable regardless of their current fitness level so they can safely participate and gradually build the strength beneficial to 
health. 

 

Local Impact 

In Jasper and Newton counties, there were 289 and 238 direct contacts respectively that participated in the Stay Strong, Stay 
Healthy program. University of Missouri Extension collaborated with Freeman Health Systems and Freeman Advantage in Joplin, as 
well as Christian Church of Carl Junction to offer the program to the citizens of Jasper and Newton counties.   

Of first time participants: 

__32__of __32___improved or stayed the same in the Chair Stand Test, which assesses lower-body strength and endurance needed for activities 
such as climbing stairs; walking, and getting up from a seated position 

__30__of __32___ improved or stayed the same in the Chair Sit-and-Reach Test, which assesses lower-body flexibility important in joint pain control 
and needed for activities such as putting on socks and shoes, dressing and using stairs 

_26___of __32___improved or stayed the same in the Back Scratch Test which assesses upper-body and shoulder flexibility needed for activities 
such as combing hair, dressing and reaching 

__24__of ___32__improved or stayed the same in the 8-Foot Up-&-Go Test which assesses the agility and balance needed for activities such as 
standing quickly from a seated position and walking 

_31___of ___32__improved or stayed the same in the Balance Assessments which indicates reduced risk of falling and continued independent living  

Public Value Statement 
When you support MU Extension’s Stay Strong, Stay Healthy program, participants will increase their physical 
activity and may improve strength, balance and flexibility, resulting in reduced risk for falls, better overall 
health and greater independence. These health benefits can prolong the need for long-term care, which costs 
on average $51,000 per year in Missouri1. The money saved benefits the community by keeping more 
discretionary income in circulation locally. It also keeps people actively, independently contributing to society 
longer. 
  
1  https://longtermcare.acl.gov/costs-how-to-pay/costs-of-care.html 
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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 

  

Name: Definition for County Annual Report 

Layout: County Annual Report 

Cumulative Period Start: 10/1/2018 

Current Period Start: 10/1/2018 

Scorecard End: 9/30/2019 

Funding Source(s): All 

Sub-Funding Source(s): ALL 

County: Newton 

Data Elements Value 

Sales Increase $1,252,300.00  

PTAC Awards $79,935.00  

Number of Awards 6 

New Businesses Starts 4 

Jobs Created 62 

Jobs Retained 284 

Total Capitalization $369,500.00  

Businesses turned around or failures prevented 0 

Acquired Assets $0.00  

Clients/Companies Receiving Business Counseling 63 

Training Event Attendees 418 

Tigers for Troops 
Newton County, MO has 4,271 veterans. The national average for an area this size is 3,393, meaning we are 

above average in terms of this population that has several needs.  

Tigers for Troops operates under the umbrella of the Veterans Clinic available 

through the MU School of Law.  Through this program, a legal team travels to 

different counties in partnership with MU Extension to help veterans 

struggling with access to healthcare and disabilities benefits. We drew from 

the telehealth format and piloted a teleconference version of Tigers for Troops 

to expand legal services to veterans in our area in a more efficient manner. 

Veterans from the southwest corner of Missouri were scheduled individually 

at the University of Missouri Extension office in Carthage with the legal team 

in Columbia through Zoom teleconference. The program was heavily 

promoted in 10 different counties – Jasper, Vernon, Barton, Dade, Lawrence, 

Barry, Mc Donald, Newton, Polk and Dallas. Veterans who in the end 

participated in this event came from Jasper County, McDonald County, and 

Newton County. The event was very successful and as a result the Jasper County office is now an official point 

of contact throughout the year for veterans in our area for Tigers for Troops.  
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Newton County 

                                                   Amy Patillo, Field Specialist in Labor and Workforce Development 

Missouri’s Workforce Challenges 
Labor and Workforce programs focus on tackling Missouri’s many workforce issues by collaborating with state, regional, 
and community workforce partners. As Missouri’s workforce faces new challenges, we’re here to help address those 
challenges through the resources of the University. 
 

 
Workforce Solutions KOLR-10  

KOLR-10 TV segments are beneficial to highlighting Missouri’s workforce topics for 
businesses and communities. This program reaches large audiences that are 40% more 
likely to engage with Extension services as compared to viewing online news releases and online information. KOLR-10 
topics included Workforce Analytics for Business, Holiday Stress in the Workforce, Strategic Planning, StrikeForce Farmer 
Development, 4-H Global Exchange 
 

 

StrikeForce Farmer Development Project 

Reported by Patrick Byers, Jamie Gundel, and Amy Patillo 

The StrikeForce Project targets areas that need the economic boost and will benefit from the expansion of small farms and on-farm businesses. 
The funding has expanded educational opportunities to farmers in StrikeForce counties to make their operations more profitable and efficient, while 
emphasizing conservation of natural resources. These areas have particularly benefited from the increased educational offerings that financial 
assistance from NRCS sponsored programs has provided for workshops and conservation practices associated with specialty crops. 

Farmer Mentoring 
This service includes consulting on organic and conventional production practices, information on financial and educational 
support programs available from USDA - NRCS and other federal/state agencies, development of business and marketing plans, 
evaluation of soil test reports and problem solving. Farmer Mentoring is offered on an individual basis in the StrikeForce counties.  

Twilight Farm Walks  
These are educational meetings that occur throughout the year, intended to provide producers the opportunity to get a firsthand look at 
ongoing vegetable and fruit production. Horticulture plots are featured, including high tunnels and open field. Participants experience some of 
the latest horticultural research and visit with researchers and specialists that provide instruction and techniques to support farmer 
development. 

Hmong Peach Growing Workshop 

The Hmong peach growing workshop covers all aspects of peach production, including cultivars, pest management, pruning, and harvest. Fifteen 
individuals attended the session, taught by Patrick Byers, Field specialist in commercial horticulture. The workshop was organized in collaboration 
with Lincoln University and Hmong National Development. Participants included Hmong farmers who were interested in diversifying into fruit 
production. The workshop was held at Maria Vang’s farm and included an in-depth discussion of fruit production and a hands-on demonstration of 
fruit pruning. The participants all agreed that they gained valuable information from the workshop. An interpreter from Hmong National Development 
was used to effectively communicate with participants. 
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Ag Lender Seminar 2018 

Financial lenders from Newton County attended the 2018 Ag Lender Seminar in Mt. Vernon, Missouri. 

Agriculture lenders are in contact with more people involved in agriculture than any other single commercial 

institution. Many times those working with the financial support of many operations can have a tremendous 

influence on the management behavior of the producers. 

 Research-based information is needed for lenders to make sound business 

decisions for their lending institutions. Lenders must consider many economic 

forces when making lending decisions and this seminar focuses on key issues 

affecting those decisions. 

 Topics taught and discussed were: Livestock and Crop Outlooks, Land 

Prices and Pasture rent, Farm Tax Changes, Economics of Renovating Fescue 

Pastures and Farm Planning budgets. These programs were presented by; Joe 

Horner, MU Ag Economist, Jennifer Lutes, County Engagement Specialist in 

Agriculture & Environment and Jim Spencer Jr., Field Specialist in Ag. 

Business.  

 Each participant receives a book entitled “Missouri Farm Financial Outlook 

2019.” The seminar booklet contains current articles on farm topics such as 

outlook, management and budgets for planning next year’s farm operations. 

 Evaluations indicate that the lenders thought the program was very valuable. 

The participants were asked to rate the program on a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being very valuable. 88 % of the 

lenders rated the seminar as very valuable. Participants stated, “Budgets and outlook projections are very 

valuable to our institution and we use this seminar to estimate cash flow for our clients”. 

 

 

MU Extension Tax Schools 

During 2018, University of Missouri Extension ag economics department and regional ag business 

specialists worked together to coordinate one summer and six fall tax schools.  The schools were 

designed for those who prepare taxes including:  enrolled agents, tax preparers, CPA’s, individuals and 

attorneys.   

The training included new tax legislation (Tax Cuts and Jobs Act), rulings and cases, individual 

taxpayer issues, IRS rules and regulations, business issues, retirement issues, cybersecurity, ethics and 

agricultural and drought topics. Much focus was on the new Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, which is the most 

tax changes in over thirty years. The schools were approved for 8 hours of continuing education credit 

by the IRS, Missouri Bar and for CFP continuing education.  Total continuing education hours 

reported to IRS for the schools was 3,072 hours. 

The 2018 school attendance was a total of four hundred fifty-seven people, including participants from Newton county.  

The schools were held in Cape Girardeau, Columbia, St. Joseph and Springfield.  

The teaching teams included a CPA and former IRS employee, an IRS certified retired ag economics professor, an 

attorney and a regional extension ag business specialist.   

The trainings received positive evaluations and planning is underway to offer additional trainings in 2019.  Local county 

residents benefit when local tax preparers have the opportunity to gain knowledge they can use to benefit their clients.  

The statewide tax schools are coordinated by Mary Sobba, Ag. Business specialist 

 

F1Jim Spencer Jr., MU Extension Field 
Specialist in Ag. Business 
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